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ehind every book is a history. This book began in Paris in 1991, in
Roger Chartier’s old of‹ce at the Maison des Sciences de l’Homme
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part Erasmus, part Lipsius—and re›ects his in›uence as a reader and teacher.
His seminar on humanist rhetoric and those who took part in it inspired and
gave shape to this book. I would neither have written this book, nor had the
possibility to pursue my academic career without his support. I hope my
footnotes are an ample re›ection of my admiration and gratitude. Between
precepts at a lunch at Palmer House, Ted Rabb explained how to turn my
dissertation into a book. This book thus bears his strong mark. He has
worked tirelessly ever since, reading versions of the manuscript and giving
valuable, frank advice and much support. I am grateful for long talks with
Peter Gordon that did much to help formulate the framework of the ‹rst
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‹nal draft, and with clear reference to Amelot de La Houssaye, ‹lled the margins of his copy with dozens of manuscript notes: corrections, additions, and
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